
   The Tunnels!
   By Molly Roberts!!!!

               "No, I'm telling you! This is how it happened," Agatha said. 
Mr. Christy shook his head, 
"You have no evidence that this event could have ever occurred in reality," 
"But it's the truth!" 
"That is not enough!" 
             Agatha looked down at her folded hands on the cold, grey table. The fan on the 
ceiling spun slowly, casting a faint, alternating yellow light over the depressing grey room. 
Agatha lifted up her head and sighed. She could see the mirror near the backside of the 
room, which she knew was really just a one way glass window, with agents, dotting down 
notes with their little pens on their little note pads with their little stick like hands on the 
other side, watching her every move. She looked back at Mr. Christy. He had a dark, salt 
and pepper combover, trying to stretch to the far side of his head, like fingers trying to 
grasp something just out of their reach. He had tan skin of old leather, and a slight Italian 
accent. He was wearing a black, pinstripe suit that looked soft to the touch, paired with a 
dark blue tie. !
"Now," Mr. Christy said, "This is not the first time you have been interrogated by the FBI for   
charges of breaking and entering-" 
"Hey! That other time was a legitimate extraterrestrial crash site!" 
"Enough, Ms. Jones! Like I was saying, but this time, you are charged with infiltrating a 
government system AND breaking and entering. Now, tell me one more time, why did you 
break into the Denver International Airport?" 
Agatha sighed, "A New World Order." 
"Excuse me?" Mr. Christy said. Agatha clenched her fists, took in a deep breath, and began 
to tell her story. !
            She didn't mean to get into trouble this time, she really didn't, (Well...maybe a 
little.) but she had been reading up for ages on the theories and suspicions surrounding the 
Denver airport. Fine, let's just say it, Agatha Jones is a conspiracy theorist. But not your 
typical conspiracy theorist. When you hear those words, you either think of The X-Files, or 
a thirty something year old living in their uncle's basement, running a pathetic blog about 
aliens that they've put their whole life into. Agatha was neither of those things, (though she 
did like the idea of being compared to Fox Mulder,) she was the kind of conspiracy 
theorist that took things WAY too far! She was that one weirdo that would actually break 
into places to find evidence of her theories. Yeah, she was a popular one in high school. !
            But who could resist an airport of death?! A couple days before the interrogation, 
Agatha did her normal morning routine. Got out of bed, took a shower, brushed her teeth, 
got dressed, and then hacked into the Denver Airport's security system and accessed all of 



their records. As she looked through the files, she realized something...the underground 
tunnels were real! !
           Agatha saved all the important data on a hard drive, packed up a duffle bag with 
her supplies and headed off to the airport. A couple days earlier, Agatha had recorded 
video of the hallways that she needed to pass through to get to the "supposed" 
underground tunnels of the airport. She planned on hacking in again once she got there, 
and then replacing the live feed from the security cameras with her recorded feed that 
showed nothing happening at all, so she could sneak past, possibly stun gun a couple 
guards, and infiltrate the tunnels. Piece of cake. !
               The keys jingled and made a clinking sound like bells as she turned off her car 
and stepped out. It was time to put her plan into action. She walked up to the large, sliding 
glass doors, and watched them slowly slide open. The doors made a strange mechanical 
sound that reminded Agatha of someone breathing. She stepped through. It was about 
twelve in the afternoon, so everyone was in the airport. Her steel plated combat boots 
made metallic sounds that echoed across the marble tiles with each step. She glanced 
around at some of the guards, they had indentations in their jackets where guns may have 
been held. She made a mental note of that. !
             Agatha walked down through the hallways, seeing horrific murals of the 
apocalypse and genocide, throughout all the murals, were references of the New World 
Order, and the Free Masons. Two secret societies that she had tried to infiltrate before, (and 
failed,) and that she believed had ties to each other. She didn't know much about the Free 
Masons, but Agatha knew that The New World Order wanted to commit genocide on over 
half of the world, only leaving the best left, for a "better, smaller world." She also found 
references on the murals to a disease that could kill many in a matter of days. This couldn't 
just be a coincidence with the New World Order's plans. !
                She made her way to the bathrooms, passed through the archway that had the 
women's bathroom sign over it, and into the room with the stalls. A lemony sent flooded 
through her nostrils and was so strong that she could almost taste it. She walked into a 
stall, squishing her duffle bag through the door. She plopped the bag on the tile floor, and 
got to work setting up her laptop and other devices. Then she waited...and waited...and 
waited for night to fall and the airport to close. Finally, the lights in the bathroom turned 
off. She was in. She pulled out a smaller bag out of her duffle bag, it was filled with things 
she would need, kro-bars, rope, a video camera, a stun gun, and a couple candy bars and 
water. She began to hack into the security system, and complete phase one of her plan. !
                Dodging her way around the corridors, Agatha made her way to a plaque that 
she believed was a hidden, second entrance into the underground tunnels. Everything 
seemed more vile and disturbing in just the light of a flashlight, especially the grotesque 
murals. She found the plaque. Immediately she noticed something that gave fuel to her 
fire. The Free Mason symbol was right there on the front of the stone plaque and right 
below that, words that read, NEW WORLD AIRPORT COMMISSION. There was no such 
thing. That organization was made up! 



!
               Agatha glanced around at the cameras, desperately hoping that her plan was 
working. Agatha quickly rummaged around in her bag, grabbing a kro-bar. She slowly 
tried to lift the stone plaque free from the floor. She grunted and squirmed around, trying 
to pry the stone free "Ugh..ugh...URRG!!" She grunted as the stone finally surrendered to 
her. There was a long, dark tunnel, snaking down into the ground. Agatha wiped the sweat 
off of her brow, and smiled. She anchored her rope to a system she had rigged, made a 
harness out of the other end, and slowly, but swiftly, began to descend down the tunnel. 
Agatha rummaged around her bag again and pulled out a small, handheld camera. She 
flipped on the night vision and turned it on. !!
               The smell of sulfur filled the tunnel, and the crude stone channel made Agatha 
think  that some type of giant worm dug down and down, leaving the tunnel in its wake. 
After about a ten minute descent, her feet finally his something solid, and made a loud, 
"THUNK," against the wet rock at the bottom of the narrow channel. She grabbed her 
flashlight from her bag and flipped the switch. Light poured to from it like fire, illuminating 
a path. Her mouth dropped open and formed into a huge smile. More tunnels. Huge, 
enormous, rock tunnels. She had found it. !
             "Hello to anyone out there who is watching," Agatha said into the camera, "I have 
done it! I'm in the secret tunnels underneath the Denver International Airport." Agatha 
went on to explain her theories and what she had seen. She was walking all around the 
tunnels as she filmed, but then she noticed something. "Woah. No way!" She aimed the 
camera up to where she was looking. There was a sprinkler system running along the 
entire ceiling of the tunnels. "This has to be a tie in to the disease that was seen on the 
murals earlier, and what I believe the New World Order plans to infect over half of the 
population with."  She said, !
             "My new theory is that the New World Order will trap people in these tunnels and 
spray the disease down from the sprinklers, and infect them with-" all of a sudden, a 
lightning fast object shot into the camera with immense force, sending it flying out of 
Agatha's hand. "What?!" Agatha looked, up and saw two almost identical men cloaked in 
black, staring right at her. The one on the left held a smoking gun, and then slowly began 
to lower it. 
"Wha-w-who are you?!" Agatha stutters. !
           The men began to approach her. Agatha backed up, tripping and falling over her 
camera. She fell to the ground, and a sharp pain flooded through her back and hand as the 
impact hits her. She raised her hand, and saw that it was covered in blood from scraping it, 
trying to ease her fall. !
          "I-I said, who are you?!" Agatha shouted at the men. The one who was holding the 
gun turned his head and nodded to the other one. 
         "You shall never speak of these events. Take them to your grave," the man on the 
right said. 



         "Wha-No! what do you mean?" 
The man on the left pulls a rag out of his pocket. 
         "Now." He said. !
            The man on the right leaped over to Agatha and tried to wrestle her down to the 
ground. Agatha shrieked and fought back, but the man was to strong, he overpowered her 
and pinned her to the ground. The other man slowly eased over Agatha, and held the rag 
up to her face, Agatha felt her body start to go limp, and she blacked out. !
             "And your sure that's all you remember?" Mr. Christy said 
             "YES!!" Agatha pleaded, throwing her hands into the air. "Why did you need me to 
repeat it if you already..." Agatha looked down at the table, and her eyes drifted over to Mr. 
Christy's hand, she gasped. "Your-your ring..." She stuttered. 
 Mr. Christy's ring had a symbol Agatha recognized all to well, a symbol that made her 
heart skip a beat. !
Mr. Christy's ring had the symbol of The New World Order on it.


